JOURNEY TO GOLD MOUNTAIN:
Early Chinese Life & Labour in Canada

The first recorded Asians in Canada were brought to Vancouver Island in 1788 by the British Captain John
Meares to work as shipwrights. About 130 Chinese workers arrived, but shortly thereafter they were captured and imprisoned during the Spanish seizure of Nootka Sound. What happened to them is a mystery,
but there are reports that some were taken as forced labourers to Mexico and that some escaped and
were captured by the Nootka people or married into their community.
GOLD RUSH
In 1856, gold was found near the Fraser River in the territory of the Nlaka’pamux First Nations people.
Almost immediately, the discovery brought tens of thousands of gold miners to the region, marking the
beginnings of white settlement on BC’s mainland. By 1858, Chinese gold miners had also started to arrive,
and as word spread about the money to be made, British Columbia became known in China as “Gold
Mountain”. By the 1860s, 6000-7000 young Chinese men were living in BC, most intending to return to
China with their savings. The Gold Rush brought not only Chinese miners but also the merchants, labourers, domestics, gardeners, cooks, launderers and other service industry workers needed to support the
large mining communities that sprang up wherever gold was discovered.
By 1860, the goldfields of the Fraser
canyon were declining and the Gold
Rush was redirected into the Cariboo, where large mining camps
sprang up, requiring services that
were often provided by the Chinese.
These included laundries, restaurants, vegetable gardens, and fisheries. Significant access routes and
other forms of infrastructure were
also built using Chinese labour.
1000 Chinese were hired to construct the Cariboo Wagon Road,
1000 built ditches and dikes in Victoria and New Westminster, and hundreds more strung telegraph wires
from New Westminster to Quesnel. Coal mining companies hired Chinese workers as cheap labour, paying them $1 a day compared to the minimum $2.50 that white workers were paid. Strikes organized by
Chinese coal miners managed to raise their wages by 50 cents.
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DISENFRANCHISEMENT
The decline of the mining industry caused many economic tensions and amplified fears that the Chinese
would “steal” jobs rightfully belonging to whites. Coinciding with a growing sense of European identity
among British Columbians, one year after Confederation, BC passed a law prohibiting First Nations and
Chinese people from voting in provincial elections.
More discriminatory legislation soon followed. In 1878, a surge of new Chinese arrivals prompted a law
forbidding the Chinese from working on public projects in BC. Chinese people were also ordered to pay
$10 to the province every three months, but that law was struck down after protest by BC fish cannery
operators who depended on Chinese labour.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
By 1880, strong anti-Chinese sentiment was stirring in British Columbia. The first trade union in BC, the
Workingmen’s Protective Association, had formed in 1878 and concentrated its efforts at using “all legitimate means” to expel the Chinese from Canada and intimidate those who employed them. In 1879, the
Anti-Chinese Association was formed by Noah Shakespeare, who would later become Mayor of Victoria
and a provincial Member of Parliament.
It was in this climate that the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) was incorporated. The western portion of
the railway was built between 1881-1885 to link British Columbia to the rest of the country and improve
trade and commerce between Eastern and Western Canada. Andrew Onderdonk was the head contractor
on the CPR and promised that he would hire white workers for the project and only “with reluctance engage Indians and Chinese”. But almost immediately, many of the white labourers contracted from San
Francisco found the work treacherous and abandoned camp.
Thus, only a few months after work on the CPR began, Onderdonk was recruiting Chinese labourers from
San Francisco and Portland, Oregon. Most of them were recruited through the Lian Chang Company, a
Chinese company that paid travel and maintenance expenses for Chinese workers. Initially the labourers
were experienced railroad workers coming from the United States, but soon the Lian Chang Company was
recruiting inexperienced workers from China as well. Between 1881 and 1884, more than 17 000 Chinese
men arrived in Canada to work on the CPR, 10 000 of them arriving on chartered ships straight from
China.

Chinese work camps

More white than Chinese workers built the CPR, but several sections of the railway were contracted entirely to Chinese, including the 90 miles from Port Moody to Yale and the 70 miles from Lytton to Savona’s
Ferry. White and Chinese labourers worked together on many other sections of the railroad, but Chinese
workers were often given the most dangerous and treacherous tasks. White workers were paid $1.50-2.50
per day and had their camp and cook gear paid for, while Chinese workers made $1.00 a day and had to
buy their own supplies out of their wages.
Conditions on the CPR and in the surrounding work camps were harsh. Chinese workers frequently had
accidents, sometimes resulting in death. Others died from exhaustion and exposure compounded by the
long route between the workers’ camps and the work sites. Some were killed in explosions or in collapsed tunnels. At other times, violence erupted between Chinese and white labourers. In 1883, a fight
between Chinese and white workers near Lytton resulted in 9 Chinese men being beaten unconscious and
2 dying from their injuries.
Poor living conditions and lack of medical care also resulted in many Chinese illnesses and deaths – chief
among the culprits was scurvy, which claimed 200 Chinese lives at the work camp in Port Moody in 1883.
Scurvy became a problem because low wages forced Chinese railway workers to subsist on a diet of rice
and ground salmon, with no fruits or vegetables. The Yale Sentinel newspaper reported that year:
“Here in British Columbia along the line of the railway, the Chinese workmen are fast disappearing under the
ground. No medical attention is furnished nor apparently much interest felt for these poor creatures. We understand that Mr. Onderdonk declines interfering, while the Lee Chuck Co., that brought the Chinamen from
their native land, refused, through their agent Lee Soon, who is running the Chinese gang at Emory, to become responsible for doctors and medicine.”
Many of the Chinese workers were unprepared for B.C.’s harsh winters, especially at Port Moody where
ice prevented supply ships from docking and delivering the workers some relief. It is estimated that more
than 600 Chinese workers died during the building of the CPR, more than four for every mile of the track.
In 1891, a Chinese community association collected over 300 unidentified Chinese bodies to be flown
back to China for proper burial.

DISENFRANCHISMENT
After the completion of the CPR in 1885, many Chinese abruptly became unemployed. From 1878 to the
early 1880s, the Canadian government had been mobbed with requests to restrict Chinese immigration,
but Prime Minister John A. MacDonald evaded the issue as he was well aware that the Canadian Pacific
Railway could not be completed without thousands of Chinese workers. After the Railway was completed
in 1885 the federal government could finally begin enacting anti-Chinese legislation. It started with with
removing federal voting rights from anyone of Chinese origin.

“The Chinese are foreigners. If they come to this country, after three years’ residence, they may, if they
choose, be naturalized. But still we know that when the
Chinaman comes here he intends to return to his own
country; he does not bring his family with him; he is a
stranger, a sojourner in a strange land, for his own
purposes for a while; he has no common interest with
us, and while he gives us his labor and is paid for it,
and is valuable, the same as a threshing machine or
any other agricultural implement which we may borrow
from the United States on hire and return it to the
owner on the other side of the line… But he has no
British instincts or British feelings or aspirations, and
therefore ought not to have a vote.”
– Sir John A. MacDonald, 1885

HEAD TAX
In 1884, a Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration recommended imposing a head tax on every Chinese person entering Canada. It was adopted in 1885 with the “Act to Restrict and Regulate Chinese Immigration into Canada,” which required every new Chinese arrival to pay $50. The goal was to make immigration to Canada economically unfeasible for Chinese people. The head tax was raised to $100 in 1900
and $500 in 1903.
$500 was an exorbitant sum at the time; one could buy a luxury three-story home in Vancouver with that
amount, and it was roughly equivalent to 2 years of wages for the average Chinese worker. Many Chinese
immigrants took out huge loans in order to pay the fees, and spent their lives working to pay off their
debts. Others relied on funds from family members; money would be pooled to send one person to Canada, who would then send part of their wages back to the family.
82 380 Chinese people paid the head tax from 1886-1924, an amount totaling $22.5 million. The Canadian government collected another $23 million from Chinese people in other taxes, such as an exit tax on
people visiting China. The Chinese are the only ethnic group in Canada that have been required to pay a
head tax. Indeed, income tax was not even collected until after 1914 because the government wanted to
provide incentives for European immigrants to come to Canada.
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The Heathen Chinee in British Columbia” - political cartoonist James Weston, 1879

THE ‘HEATHEN CHINEE’
In 1906, Newfoundland passed its own $300 Head Tax on all Chinese entering the province, motivated by
public alarm at the presence of a very small number of Chinese. Local newspapers had been reporting on
the small Chinese population in increasingly histrionic tones. When the fifth Chinese laundry in St. Johns
opened in 1904, the Evening Telegram declared, “It is time some steps were taken to check this invasion
of undesirables.”
In 1905, a popular non-Chinese owned laundry burned down, and shortly thereafter 7 Chinese people arrived in St. Johns, spurring claims of a Chinese plot to take advantage of the accident. Several months
later, the arrival of 6 more Chinese and 4 Lebanese immigrants prompted the following statement from a
local newspaper:
“Six more Chinamen and four Assyrians arrived here by the S.S. Laurentian this morning. The ‘Heathen Chinee’ have now quite a colony established here, and if they continue to come in such large bunches we will
boast of a local Chinatown of larger population than in much more pretentious cities. The yellow peril is not
greatly appreciated by our workmen, who fear that in a short time they will be branching out in other than the
‘washee-washee’ business.”
In the spring of 1906, the Longeshoreman’s Protective Union entered a petition to stop Chinese immigration to Newfoundland. When 50 Chinese immigrants arrived at the Port aux Basques just three days later,
newspaper reports again whipped up local hysteria about the Chinese “invasion.”
When the Head Tax passed the House of Assembly and went through the Legislative Council, not all
Members were in favour of the bill. One commented, “As far as the Chinamen on the streets was concerned, [their] cleanliness and tidiness of appearance contrasted most favorably with our own people.”
Nonetheless, the Head Tax was passed and would not be repealed until 1949.

VANCOUVER RIOTS
One of the most dramatic acts of anti-Chinese agitation took place in Vancouver in 1907. Racial tensions
had heightened in 1899 and 1990 after an influx of Asian immigrants arrived in BC, many of them Japanese workers who had been expelled from California after the enforcement of anti-Asian immigration legislation there. Then in July, 1907, more than 2300 Japanese immigrants arrived in the province, many of
whom had been contracted for labour by Canadian companies. The local press responded to the
“invasion” with alarm, and soon after, a chapter of the Asiatic Exclusion League (AEL) was formed in the
city.
On Sept 7, the AEL, along with 8000-9000 supporters, marched to City Hall where an anti-Asian meeting
had convened. Inside the packed hall, racist speeches were made against the Chinese and Japanese,
further inflaming the crowd. An agitated mob descended on Vancouver’s Chinatown and Japantown, and
soon a riot broke out.
Asian-owned businesses were targeted with vandalism and destruction, resulting in thousands of dollars of
damage and stoking the anger and fear of the Chinese and Japanese communities. In protest of the riot,
Asian workers in the city went on strike. The government attempted to compensate the Asian community
for some of its losses by paying over $23 000 to the Chinese community and $9000 to the Japanese.

LEGAL DISCRIMINATION
From 1872 to 1923, a host of discriminatory legislation was imposed on the Chinese at the provincial and federal levels. Some of these include but are not limited to:


Coal Mining Regulation Ammendment Act (1890): Chinese in BC were prohibited from
working underground.



BC Liquor Licensure Act (1899): Chinese restaurant owners were prohibited from holding
liquor licenses.



Act prohibiting the Chinese from entering professions and buying property in parts of Vancouver: Enacted in British Columbia in 1907.



Act to Prevent the Employment of Female Labour in Certain Capacities (1912): Chinese
businessowners in Saskatchewan were prohibited from hiring white women. Similar laws
were later passed in Ontario, Manitoba and BC.



By-laws prohibiting the establishment of new Chinese laundries: such laws were passed in
Hamilton (1910), Halifax (1919), and other communities across Canada.



School segregation (1921): The Victoria School Board attempted to segregate Chinese students by creating a separate school for them. Angry protests from Chinese parents eventually forced the School Board to let Chinese children attend public schools again. Similar
attempts had been made in the early 1900s.

CHINESE EXCLUSION ACT
But by far the most devastating piece of legislation targeting the Chinese was the Chinese Immigration Act
of 1923. This Act became known as the “Chinese Exclusion Act” among the Chinese community. It prohibited Chinese immigration to Canada, with a few special exceptions made for diplomats, university students
and cases granted by permission of the Minister of Immigration.

The Exclusion Act was passed on July 1. Known as Dominion
Day to many Canadians, in the Chinese-Canadian community it
became known as “Humiliation Day.” Besides closing the door on
prospective Chinese immigrants, the Act also separated many
men who had already been living in Canada from their wives and
children in China. These men were called “Married Bachelors.”
The wives left in China often struggled to raise children by themselves and suffered the economic hardships of forced singleparenthood. Some of these families were never reunited.

The Chinese Immigration Act was repealed in 1947, due in large part to the lobbying and activism of Chinese-Canadian veterans of World War II and their supporters. In the 24 years from its enactment to its
repeal, only 12 Chinese people entered Canada. By 1947, Chinese settlers had created almost 90 years
of history in Canada, but the Act and the ensuing separation of families disrupted the continuity of Chinese
immigration. Thus, despite its long history in Canada, most the Chinese-Canadian community today are
unconnected to the early settlers and display traits of first generation immigrant communities.
Although the ban on Chinese immigration would be lifted in 1947, major Chinese immigration to Canada
would not occur again until the 1960s, when race was officially removed as criteria for immigration to Canada.

In 1885, CPR financier Donald Smith ceremonially drove in the last spike of the railway, and a photo of
such became an iconic image often reproduced in newspapers and text books.

Notably absent in the photo is the presence of any of the Chinese workers who had been so instrumental
in its completion. The poem “All the Spikes But the Last” by Canadian poet F.R. Scott brings perspective
to the plight of the Chinese community and the cruelty of the government towards them:
“Where are the thousands from China who swung
their picks with bare hands at forty below?
Between the first and the million other spikes
they drove, and the dressed-up act of
Donald Smith, who has sung their story?
Did they fare so well in the land they helped to
unite? Did they get one of the 25,000,000 CPR acres
Is all Canada has to say to them written in the Chinese Immigration Act?”
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